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About This Game
ANDROMALIUS
This is a short horror game, that delves into the nervewracking experience of moving into a new space. People are by nature
scary beings, which fuels the fire even more when the dark of night covers the sky, and all is set on standby. So you have to ask
yourself.
Do you trust your new surroundings?
Do you trust these new people that live along side you?
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Usually, I do not write reviews but I will make an exception for this game. I absolutely loved it. Although it's a very short game,
I highly recommend it.
This game is really good and creative and it has a lot of good ideas. Compared to other indie games, this one is original, well
optimized and I haven't found any bug. I think the developers of this game have a promising future and I'm really looking
foward for their next game. If you like small indie games and you also like to help small studios, I ask you to buy this game. You
won't regret it. I recommend it 100%.
D'habitude, je n\u2019\u00e9cris pas d\u2019\u00e9valuations, mais je ferai une exception pour ce jeu. Ce jeu est vraiment
bon. Bien que tr\u00e8s court, je le recommande absolument. Il est cr\u00e9atif et il a plein de bonnes id\u00e9es. Par rapport
\u00e0 d'autres jeux ind\u00e9pendants, celui-ci est tr\u00e8s bien optimis\u00e9, original et je n\u2019ai trouv\u00e9 aucun
bug. Les d\u00e9veloppeurs de ce jeu ont beaucoup d\u2019avenir et j\u2019ai l\u2019intention d\u2019acheter leur prochain
jeu. Si vous aimez les petits jeux ind\u00e9 et que vous aimez encourager les petits studios, je vous demande d'acheter ce jeu.
Vous ne le regretterez pas. Je le recommande \u00e0 100%. A type of game like this has to be on gamejolt \/ free
plus the way of copying certain things i was not a fan of
1- the grudge sounds
2- conjuring scene
3- the beast inside stair jump scare
come on devs step it up be original , i even encountered a bug where i cant even pick up the phone cant progress further
def refunding this. Great game for the price and experience of the team. I would highly recommend for anyone looking for a
quick scare at a good price. Although i like the brevity because as I stated earlier its a small team, I would like the next release
to be a bit longer. Great ending too, it's hard to pull off but they did it very well. Over all a great game and would recommend to
anybody.. If you're looking to be scared or have an overall scary experience this is the game for you. The sounds and visuals are
great and really are spooky. 7\/10. visually it looks nice, it reminded me of P.T. your in an apartment and by entering different
rooms or leaving you progress in the story.
Guess what the Jumpscares got me every single time, the atmosphere is on point, sometimes i would get stuck not knowing what
to do specially half way through it gets boring there.
The ending was disappointing, I wish it had a better ending and the game was a bit longer with sets outside the apartment and the
house.
But it's worth the buy and the experience, if you're curios about the game you can check my gameplay here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xc4ar1aDu8M. Wonderful jump scares in this game. It'll leave you scratching your head
and wanting more of the story! Very well put together lighting, audio, and timing to take your breath away and make your soul
cry out!. Perfect little horror game for the price! It gave me some gnarly looking goosebumps.
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Really like this game! It was fun to play pretty scary too! Good graphics and an awesome soundtrack!. This game reminded me
of P.T. a little bit (an indie version) and I loved that. I've seen a good many games try to rip that formula off and not succeed.
I'm not saying that this one was completely successful with that formula but in my opinion, it worked more than it probably
should have. I came into the game not really expecting much and then got some decent scares out of it so I was very surprised
and happy with what I received here.
If you're on the fence, I uploaded a video to Youtube. You can watch that and decide for yourselves if it's something you might
like. I do highly recommend with this particular game that you play it instead of watching the video though as watching the
video might give away things you might rather experience first hand. In the end it's completely your decision:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AoXJ9yzjAes
Patch #1::
Hello everybody!
Thank you so much for buying ANDROMALIUS!
It has been great to release our first game, and we look forward to showing what's next ;)

We have a minor patch, that fixes some of the issues we found, watching you guys/gals play the game.
The list is:

- Missing collider on house door in end-sequence.
- Missing door in apartment scene.
- Prototype box stickied to the corner of the wall (remnant of one of our secrets ;) )
- Issues with using the car in the end sequence.

It's a small patch, and shouldn't make much of a difference in size.

Please write in the discussions tab if you find any errors that we missed! It's greatly appreciated!

Best regards,

Simon // Unit Zero Studio
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